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Prefar.e

The purposes of these progress reports are:

1. To provide other laboratory investigators and professional
workers in the f;eld with up-to-dz,te information about our research
activities and results,

2. To serve as documentation of our research activities for agencies
which provide us with support, and

3. To provide somewhat formal reporting of research activity for our
own faculty and students in order to exchange Information and encourage
collaborative efforts.

These reports are not Intended to take the place of publications in
recognized journals. Some contributions may be so pubiished subsequently,
but others may not. Harty of these reports arc of projects currently in
process or with preliminary or partial findNgs being already available.

In view of these purposes and the nature of the contributions, nOli
editorial review is exercised. Consequently, these reports should not
quoted unless spe.cific permission to do so is granted by the author. 6

Inquiries concerning these reports should bo addressed to the editor,
Robert J. Scho.
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Abstract

This paper deals with the computer's production and recognition of
sentences in a connected discourse and its application to computer assisted
instruction. Studies of textual properties in real discourses have been
carried out at the paragraph level. The theoretical concepts of represen,ting
paragraph content in terms of (1) the factual data expressed by the gram-
matical units in a paragraph, (2) the development types and their struc-
tural relationships and (3) the cohesive principles used in the sentences
of the paragraph is presented. The theoretical investigation of discourse
properties is aided by a paragraph generation system constructed to synthe-
size paragraphs and to test out the linguistic assumptions made in the study.
The theoretical concept and the computational tool constructed are used in
the development of an integrated computer-assisted system designed to synthe-
size and analyze news stories at the paragraph level and to provide prepro-
grammed critiques to students learning journalistic writing.

Introduction

Studies of units of discourse larger than the sentence done by scholars
in languages and linguistics is represented by such diverse fields as dj
course analysis (Harris, 1963), beyond-the-sentence analysis (cf. Hendricks,

1967), the linguistic study of literary texts (Bailey, 1968, 53-76), stylistic
analysis (cf. Sedelow, 1968) and text analysis (Oomen, 1971). With the ex-

ception of Harris' work, many reported studies have dealt with philosophical
discussions of discourse analysis or statistical accounts of word usage in
texts rather than with the study of the formal properties of discourse. By

formal properties, we mean the specific rules which account for the language
user's production and recognition of sentences in a connected discourse and
which can be processed by a digital computer.

Most modern linguists do not regard text as a proper unit of linguistic
concern. On the one hand, text meaning has been regarded by some linguists
as a problem that falls in the domain of language "perFormance" which, accord-
ing to Chomsky (1965), is not the immediate concern of linguistic study. On

the cther hand, text has been considered by others to be a linguistic unit
that can be derived from sentences by using proper connectors such as "and,"
"but," "however," etc. Therefore, these linguists feel sentences rather than
text should be the proper unit of linguistic concern. Recent works opposing

these points of view can be found in Danes 1970 and Oomen 1971.



Computer science has great potential applicability to linguistic study,
and the syntactic and semantic problems beyond the sentence boundary have
been examined by computer scientists. The techniques of both synthesis and
analysis have been used in many computer systems to deal with problems re-
lated to text. Works reported by Klein (1965a, 1965b), Weizenbaum (1966,
1967), Schank (1968), Su and Harper (1969), Friedman (1969), Vigor, Urguhart
and Wilkinson (1969), Woolley (1969) and Su (1971b) are concerned with the
automatic generation of coherent sentences and texts. A few of the existing
question-answering systems (cf. Simmons, 1970) and Wilks' semantic analysis
of English paragraphs (1968, 1969) are concerned with the automatic recogni-
tion of the information content of sentences in a connected discourse. The
present work is a natural outgrowth of these previous studies.

The linguistic properties of connected discourse is still poorly under-
stood despite past efforts by both linguists and computer scientists. The
lack of knowledge concerning the formal properties of language elements be-
yond sentence boundaries has hindered progress in many areas of study in com-
puter science.

In most computer-assisted instruction (CAI) application for example,
the student is expected to input his answers to the systa, according to
fairly rigid system- and author-defined requirements (Spolsky, 1966; Zinn,
1967; Silberman, 1968; Paulus, et al., 1969 and U.S. Department of Commerc(:1

1970). Unanticipated student responses will cause the system to supply the
student with more information and ask him to try again.

This kind of analysis and feedback is clearly insufficient for instruc-
tion requiring textual input from the student (Spolsky, 1966; Paulus, et al.,
1969; Moore, 1972). In language or writing instruction, for example, part
or all of the student's answer may be hierarchically or synonymously related
to the system-stored "correct" answer, but may be unrecognizable to the com-
puter and thus judged incorrect. 'Even a paraphrasing or simple reordering
of the student's answer could be interpreted as incorrect if it did not match

the stored answer. Systems such as these, by failing to analyze the structure
and semantic content of the student's answer, are losing much valuable infor-
mation that would add precision to the instructional process.

In the areas of content analysis and automatic abstracting, a common
method used is to construct a. word-frequency table and to statistically select
key-words that best describe a document's contents (IBM Data Processing Techni-
ques, n.d.; Meadows, 1970, pp. 114-20). A more sophisticated approach intro-
duced by the French Syntol group (Cros, et al, 1964) is to select from a text
formal entities known as "Syntol words" and to connect them in semantic diagrams
with one of four specific relations to represent the contents of the text.
However, the analysis is mainly at the sentence level, and it therefore loses
the semantic relationships existing among concepts which cross the sentence
boundary. It is also noted that the original construction of such diagrams
is substantially an unsolved problem, since the depth of analysis must be great-
ly increased if additional relational types are to be identified (Salton, 1968,p.230).
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Two obvious problems associated with most existing information storage
and retrieval (IS&R) systems are (1) the restrictions placed upon the index
language, i.e., rigid index terms (keywords) and simple phrases or sentences,
and (2) the restrictions placed upon the query languages (Meadows, 1970,p. 180).
The existing natural-language information retrieval systems attempt to remove
these restrictions by analyzing text and natural language queries at the sen-
tence level. However, many problems of ambiguity can not be resolved at the
sentence level. Moreover, the failure to recognize the development and cohesive
properties in a document text and in queries results in poor retrieval precision.
The following query will help illustrate this point:

"List the titles of all documents written since 1965 that show how the learn-
ing theory used in programmed instruction is applied to computer-assisted
instruction."

One of the main components of this request is "is applied to." The
user in this case does not want documents that merely discuss both program-
med instruction and CAI; he wants those which show how learning theory in
the former is applied to the latter. Only in a system which recognizes the
development properties, "action" and "means of performing the action,"
existing in a text will the needed precision be expressible and recognizable.

In previous research (Su and Harper, 1969, Su 1971b), we have studied
text at the paragraph level and have successfully developed a computational
tool, a paragraph generation system, for testing the linguistic assumptions
made concerning the properties and relationships among grammatical units in

paragraphs. Many sentence patterns and cohesive principles have been observed
in the analysis of physics texts, and have been tested and evaluated in the
generation system designed and implemented for the study.

This research has been extended to the investigation of linguistic prop-
erties in journalistic writing. In our present study, students' and instruc-
tors' short news stories written for courses on journalistic writing are ana-
lyzed to determine the structural and semantic relationships among basic gram-
matical units in the continuous texts. The relationships observed are formal-
ized in terms of writing "rules" and are tested in the generation system.

The theoretical concept and the knowledge gained from experiments with
the paragraph generation system are applied to the investigation of problems
related to recognition of paragraph content. A discourse analysis system is
being developed to test the analysis rules constructed in the study. It is

being incorporated into the existing paragraph generation system and an exist-
ing computer-assisted instruction component to form a powerful computer-assisted
instruction system. This integrated system is designed to teach students the
basic concepts of journalistic writing.

This paper describes the theoretical concept of representing paragraph
content by the attributes of development and cohesion, and outlines the para-
graph generation system developed for the study. The research in progress on
the integrated computer-assisted instruction system is described in the last
section.



A Model of Paragraph Production and Recognition

It has been our contention that the semantic content of a paragraph
is represented by a set of basic concepts characterized by the attributes of
"development" and "cohesion" (Su, 1971b). In our model, we distinguish among
three types of paragraph constituents. Type I constituents are grammatical
units, such as sentences, noun phrases, prepositional phrases, etc., which
express concepts or factual data in a paragraph. These basic concepts are
interrelated through some abstract relations which represent textual develop-
ment or progression through the paragraph in the form of spatial, temporal
and logical movement. We shall call these abstract relations the development
types or Type II constituents. Some intersentence connections are: (1)

progression from the general to the specific, (2) time progressions, for example
from past to present, from present to future, (3) location changes from one
place to another, (4) cause and effect, (5) action to means of performing the
action, etc.

These relations are introduced by some specific syntactic patterns as
well as semantic proper;tes of words in single sentences, adjacent sentences
or non-adjacent sentences in the paragraph. The following examples illustrate
some of the patterns and word properties which introduce respectively the
development types listed above:

(1) John investigated the case carefully. He questioned. (more specific
action than investigated) Tom regarding the fire.

(2) In the work reproted by Smith, ... . The present paper describes .

(3) He moved from Chicago to New York.

(4) They trained very hard for the game. As a result, they won the
division title.

(5) He ;topped the leak Py inserting a stick into the hole.

P. development type can be described by many single-sentence frames or se-
quences of sentence frames. A sentence frame is a sentence skeleton, and
it specifies partial syntactic structure and/or semantic properties of a
sentence which, together with those of ther sentences in a paragraph, bring
&-out the development type. For example, causation is a development type
marking the relation of causation between two concepts A and B, which are
called the arguments of the development type. It may be described by a set
of basic single-sentence frames and/or sequences of sentence frames. Some
examples of single-sentence causation frames are "B because of A," "A accounts
for B", "A leads to B," "B is due to A," etc. Some examples of sequences of
sentence frames are "A. Therefore, B", "B. As a result of A," "A. Thus, B,"

etc.

In the above examples, the sentence frames specify the syntactic and
semantic constraints in which the arguments A and B are presented. Thus,

arguments A and B may be expressed in the forms of phrases, sentences or se-
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quence of sentences depending upon the particular frame in which they occur.
Since there can be many different single-sentence frames and sequences of
sentence frames associated with a development type, a number of paragraphs
can be produced which have the same semantic content-- the same basic concepts
but with different syntanctic forms.

In our inplementation, single-sentence frames and sequences of sen-
tence frames associated with a development type are stored in the computer
as dependency structures. The nodes on a dependency structure specify re-
structions in terms of syntactic categories, semantic classes or specific
words. Therefore, a sentence or sequence of sentences of any length that
satisfies the restructions would represent the development type. The de-
pendency structures will be referred to in the later sections as "restrict-
ion patterns" and are used as one source of constraints under which paragraphs
are produced. They also form the pattern dictionary for the analysis system
under implementation. Since development types are described in terms of both
syntactic patterns and semantic properties, they can be regarded as both syn-
tactic and semantic constituents of the paragraph. Patterns which are used
to introduce development types can be considered as discourse dependent, where-
as development types are discourse independent and are textual properties
that can occur in all discourses.

More than one development type can be employed in a paragraph to specify
the high level conceptual relationships among the set of basic concepts in,the
paragraph, and they can be related to one another in a complex structure.
The structural relationship among development types is called the development
structure of the paragraph and constitutesa part of syntactic description of
the paragraph. We visualize that the structure of the paragraph can be repre-
sented by the following production rules:

(1) Paragraph -4 Development (Development)

(2) Development-4Causation argument (Intrgument)>

Time <Argument (,Argument)>1

Means<Argument (,Argument)'7

(3) Argument Paragraph I Variable

(4) Variable Grammatical Units

The rules shown above indicate that a paragraph is composed of one or
optionally (parenthesis) more than one development which can be rewritten
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as one of the alternative development types each of which is indicated by

a name followed by a list of arguments enclosed in meta-symbols '< ' and

'> The vertical bars indicate the alternatives. The listing.of alterna-
tive development types in Rule (2) above can be considered as non-terminal sym-
bols each of which can be rewritten as a set of single-sentence frames or a
set of sequences of sentence frames. An argument of a development type can
itself be a paragraph or a variable. Thus paragraph developments can be nest-
ed. A variable can be rewritten as any grammatical unit which satisfies the
constraints of the sentence frames associated with the development types.

The rules proposed above account for the imbeded structural relationships
among tokens of the same development type (Causation) as expressed in potentially
infinite number of derived sentence frames such as "C is due to D," "B leads
to C is due to D," "A because of B leads to C is due to D," etc. They also
account for the hierarchical relationships among different development types
as shown in the framework of paragraph and development structure (Figure 1).

"Smith's early research has been proven wrong by recent studies.
. . . We therfore conclude that . . . . "

paragraph

develo p ment

antecedent

logical development argument, argument)

conclusion

tempora development (argument, argument)

past

Smith's research

present

action-means of action (argument, argument)

recent studies

We conclude that ....

proven wrong

Figure 1. A development structure

The third constituent (Type III) of a paragraph is the group of cohesive
principles applied in writing to achieve continuity and relatedness among the
words which form the Type I constituents. Some of the principles of cohesion
commonly employed in sentence and intersentence connection are (1) word repe-
tition, (2) use of anaphoric words, (3) use of hyperonyms, synonyms and antonyms,
(4) use of ellipses and (5) use of words that are partially semantically re-
lated where relatedness can be defined in terms of the hierarchical relation-
ships of their semantic features. The following examples illustrate the use

of common cohesive principles.
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(1) Two armed gunmen, today, held up a
The t..g.Jrnen fled on foot, leaving no trace ....(word repetition)

(2) John bought a new bicycle. He rode it to school today.
(anaphoric, reference)

(3) Mary wore:a rose today. The flower was given to her by her boy-
friend. (hyperonym)
She finally met the bachelor. But the unmarried man disliked her.
(synonyms)
Now the younger one is happy but the older one is sad. (antonyms)

(4) He has a new car, a good stereo set and a beautiful house. All

these were given to him by his father. (ellipsis)

(5) Brody threw three touchdown passes today. The gam was played
before a shivering crowd of 55,000. (words in the same semantic
field)

There are other cohesive devices commonly used in writing that may not
be as apparent as the examples shown above. These are the literary methods
used by writers to relate possibly abstract notions to the readers' knowledge
of the world. Such devices include specific details and examples, metaphor,
analogy, simile, imagery, personification, animation, anthropomorphism, synec-
doche, and so on.

Cohesive principles account for the semantic relatedness among concepts
expressed in adjacent or near-adjacent sentences in a text. Some of the prin-
ciples listed above such as pronominalizations and lexical repetitions are
traditionally considered to be part of syntax and can be introduced by syn-
tagmatic substitutions. Other principles are generally considered to be seman-
tics. A computer system which recognizes these principles in a text may use
them.as a basis for resolving word or sentence ambiguities by selecting the
meaning which conforms with the principles.

The basic theoretical assumption of our computational model for para-
graph production and recognition is as follows: A speaker has initially some
basic concepts which he intends to express. These concepts can be expressed
in phrases or sentences which can be generated by a generative grammar such
as a phrase structure grammar or a dependency grammar. The relationships among
the basic concepts can be described by what we have called development types
and principles of cohesion. In producing a paragraph, the speaker first chooses
a familiar sentence frame or a sequence of sentence frames associated with each
development type he intends to express. Phrases and sentences which express
the basic concepts are then chosen to fit the abstract structural and semantic
framework selected for the development types. In selecting the words to make-
up the phrases and sentences, the principles of cohesion are followed to achieve
semantic continuity and lexical i'elatedness.of the resulting paragraph.

Recognition of a paragraph content is considered as a process of identi-
fying'the proper semantic interpretation of the set of grammatical units (Type
I constituents) and their relations defined in terms of development types (Type
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II) and cohesive principles (Type III).

A language user has a set of sentence frames or sequence of sentence
frames that are familiar to him. In reading a paragraph or listening to
a sequence of utterances, when the words or phrases he encounters have syn-
tactic and semantic properties which match part of the pattern he knows, he
can then predict the occurrence of the rest of the patterns and knows the
development types that are introduced. For example, when one hears or reads
the phrase "on the one hand," he can with certainty predict the use of the
phrase "on the other hanu," and he knows that the abstract concept of contrast
is being introduced to relate some facts. The recognition of development
types and their structural relationships allows a language user to follow the
progression of events.

The cohesive principles are schemes which the language user uses to
introdu6e semantic relationships between adjacent or near-adjacent sentences.
The recognition of these principles in utterances or writings allows cne to
resolve ambiguities existing at the sentence and the beyond-the-sentence level
and to relate factual data to proper referents.

What actually takes place in the language user's mind when he reads a
paragraph or listens to somebody talking is more than one can say. However,

we have used the simple model presented as a first approximation to develop
a computer system for testing our assumption. It is hoped that through the
study of text in a real discourse and the use of computer as a tool to test
some of the textual properties observed, we can obtain better understanding
on this difficult, yet very important, subject on the properties of discourse.

The Design and Implementation of A Paragraph Generation System

One way to test the production aspect of our model would be to'build
a computer system which is supplied with a large lexicon, a grammar for
producing sentences and a set of sentence frames for describing develop-
ment types to produce a potentially infinite number of paragraphs using the
proposed rules shown in the preceeding section. This set would contain
paragraphs having development and cohesion characteriestics which have oc-
curred in existing texts as well as those,which may occur in any as yet un-
written text. However, this nearly uncontrolled production is expensive
and the evaluation of the produced paragraphs can be very difficult. An

alternative method, which is more economical and in our opinion more inter-
esting, is to supply the system, in addition to a grammar, with words and
word behavior data compiled from a real discourse and to implement the
development types and principles of cohesion (to be evaluated by the system)
to control the paragraph production. The sentence frames and sequence of

sentence frames used in the real discourse to introduce various development
types are supplied to the system. The produced paragraphs can then be check-
ed against the paragraphs in the real discourse to determine the validity of
development types and principles of cohesion implemented. To further control
the paragraph production, the system can be given a paragraph theme contain-
ing the development types which are to appear in the generated paragraphs.
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The evaluation of the output from this controlled production leads to
the modification of the sentence frames associated with the development types
and of the principles of cohesion implemented in the system. These modifi-

cations, will serve as the basis for further generations. This section out-
lines the design and the implementation of a paragraph generation system
which carries out these ideas. For more detailed description, the reader is
referred to the previous publications (Su and Harper, 1969 and Su, 1971b).

The generation system consists of two major components: a restriction

pattern constructor and a paragraph generator. Input to the pattern con-
structor is the user's specification of the theme (of a paragraph) which he
wants the generated paragraph to contain. The theme of a paragraph islrepre-
sented by one or more than one type of paragraph development and some Oecific
lexical items. For example, compare A with B can be a theme of a paragraph

where comparison is a type of paragraph development and A and B are specific
lexical items. Associated with each type of paragraph development area num-
ber of sequences of restriction patterns provided to the system. Each sequence

specifies the global syntactic and semantic information of a string of sen-
tences which constitutes the development type. The function of the pattern
constructor is to select some sequences of restriction-'patterns (one for each
development type specified by the user) and to combine them to form a single
sequence of restriction patterns which possesses all the global syntactic and

semantic information of the selected sequences. The resulting sequence is
used as input to the paragraph generator, and it controls the generation pro-
cess to produce the specified development types in the output paragraph.

The paragraph generator generates each sentence of a paragraph under
the direction of the following parameters:

(1) A restriction pattern which specifies, in the form of a tree structure,
the partial syntactic and semantic properties of the sentence to be generated .

The nodes on the tree structure are restrictions specified in terms of seman-

tic markers, specific lexical items or syntactical features. The generator

generates a sentence under the constraints of the specified restrictions which

bring about the development of a paragraph.

(2) Parameters used for achieving semantic cohesion in the generated

paragraph: the probability of co-occurrence of word classes; semantic classi-

fication of lexical items based on word distribution, word family, synonyms,

and words in the same semantic field; implemented criteria such as word repe-

tition, use of anaphoric words, substitution with hyperonyms and synonyms

and the like. The generator increases or decreases the weight of each allow-

able constituent on the basis of these parameters, and it selects the word

which has the highest reweighting value. Random selection is applied only

when there is more than one word with the same reweighting value.

The system uses a dependency grammar and operates with English language

materials. It is not oriented towards or restricted to a particular lan-

guage or set of language data. Programs are written in PL/1 and have been run

on an IBM 360 Model 65. A series of experiments with the generation system

have been conducted and some experimental results and considerations were

presented in earlier papers.
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An Integrated Computer-Assisted Instruction System

Our research in progress is the continuation and extension of work
described in the preceding sections. It focuses on the study of dis-
course structures and semantic properties in journalistic writing and on
the implementation of a paragraph analysis system to be incorporated in an
existing CAI system.

In this section, we shall show how the theoretical study of paragraph
properties and its application to a real world problem in education can
be achieved in an integrated computer system consisting of a paragraph gener-
ation component, a discourse analysis component and a CAI component. Fig-

ure 2 shows the components of the system. Their functions are described to-
gether with the description of our research tasks.

In beginning journalistic writing courses, students are given or are
led to discover certain "rules" (Label 1 in Figure 2) and stylistic patterns
which will govern the manner in which they write news stories. They are
asked, for example, to consider reader interest, news value, organization,
variety, kinds of leads and so on. Based upon these journalistic rules and
considerations, we analyze a set of short news stories written by students
and instructors in courses on journalistic writing to determine the develop-
ment types and cohesive principles followed by the writers. The inter-sen-
tence patterns and semantic relationships among words and phrases which intro-
duce the development types and cohesion principles are determined.

The sentence patterns are stored as dependency structures (Label 2) in

a pattern dictionary. The nodes of these patterns specify syntactic or se-
mantic constraints in terms of semantic classes (or markers), syntactic
features or specific lexical items. A paragraph which matches a particular
structure and satisfies its constraints will thus indicate the development
types with which the patterns are associated. Since each node of the patterns
can be specified in terms of a multiplicity of semantic markers and/or syn-
tactic features, a single pattern may match with many paragraphs which are
semantically equivalent with respect to paragraph development but quite dif-
ferent syntactically.

We presently have a 2000 word dictionary and rapid search algorithm
based upon frequency of occurrence data of standard American English (Kucera
and Francis, 1967). The computer representation of rules, together with the
lexicon, are given to the existing paragraph generation system (Label 4) to
produce paragraphs for evaluation by the researchers. If deficiencies are
observed in the output paragraph, the formal representations of rules are
modified and used as basis for further generation until the formalized rules
will lead to the production of desirable paragraphs. During this feedback
process, the lexical entries are also modified to ensure that proper syntac-
tic and semantic features have been assigned to them. The analyzer (Label
5), under development, analyzes text at the paragraph level and produces
analysis results for each paragraph of the input text. The structured de-
velopment types, the cohesive principles and the semantic relationships of
the content words in a paragraph represent the contents of the paragraph.
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To determine the development types and their structures in a paragraph,
the analysis system follows this procedure:

1. A dictionary look-up procedure retrieves the syntactic and semantic
information for the words and phrases in the input. Phrases such
as "on the one hand," "on the other hand," "it is known that," "it
is necessary that," etc. are examples of development indicators
which indicate that the text contains certain development types.
Such phrases are treated as single lexical items.

2. The sentences of an input text are then analyzed using a dependency
grammar to produce their surface structures.

3. The pattern dictionary established for a particular discourse,
journalistic writing in this case, Is then used in a matching pro-
cedure for determining the development types and their structural
relationships within the paragraphs of the input text.

4. The result of this matching procedure is a development structure in
which a high degree of development complexity in paragraphs can be
represented. The development structure is represented as a hier-
archical tree on which the nodes represent the development types
and the leaves represent the phrases and sentences which are the
arguments of the development types.

5. The phrases and sentences which express the basic concepts of the
paragraph are analyzed to determine the semantic relationships among
their constituents. These relationships are determined on the basis
of anaphoric relations, word repetition, synonyms, antonyms, words
of same semantic classes or classes with intersecting h rarchies
and other cohesive principles. The use of logical properties such
as set-membership, set inclusion, transitivity, symmetry and other
relations used in some existing question-answering systems (cf. Simmons
1970) is contemplated.

The development structure of a paragraph and the phrases and sentences
expressing its basic concepts are entered in a data base containing other
paragraphs of a text. The data structure used to represent the contents
of a text is an associative structure in which items (basic concepts) and
development types are linked associatively and the links are labelled with
specific relation names. Retrieval algorithms and data manipulation pro-
cedures for such data structure are reported in Kay and Su (1970), and Su
(1971a).

Fnr initial evaluation of the analyzer, we feed the output of the genera-
tion system to the analyzer. If the discourse analyzer is working properly,
it should recognize the inter-sentence patterns and semantic relationships
among lexical items which are the formal representation of the rules used by
the generation system to produce the input paragraphs. The deficiencies ob-
served in the output of the analyzer will be used, through the researchers'
feedback channels, to modify the lexicon and the formalization of rules.
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An existing CAI system (label 6), using IBM's Coursewriter III avail-
able at the University of Florida, is being incorporated into the system
to serve as interface between the discourse analyzer and the students. The
CAI component is capable of displaying preprogrammed facts, accepting news
stories, and generating preprogrammed critiques. The analyzer and the CAI
component will be used to critically analyze journalistic writing in the
following manner: A student who has been exposed to the general rules of
journalistic writing is given a set of facts related to a real or hypothet-
ical news event. From this set of facts he is expected to write a news
story and input it through an on-line terminal to the system. The discourse
analyzer is called to critically analyze each paragraph in terms of cohesion,
development, transition and logical ordering. Nested within these measures
are judgments of such elements as repetition and redundancy and, later in
our research, literary effects such as metaphor. The system will, by using
semantic class information, recognize the use of cliches, unnecessary ad-
verbial clauses, misplaced modifiers, etc. The system will also analyze
"nonspecific" writing (the use, for example, of weak nouns and verbs such as
"dog" and "ran" in place of " the small terrier" and " scurried," respective-
ly).

The analysis results are printed to the researchers for evaluation and
are passed to the CAI component which in turn generates a critique to the
student on the basis of analysis results.

The system is designed to operate on an interactive, real-time basis
so that the student can then make any necessary changes and corrections to
his story and resubmit it immediately.

The student's experience with the system, the critique and the analysis
results are the information sources for the final evaluation of the whole
system. Through such experiments, the researchers can tune the system through
the feedback channels. The process can then be repeated.

Journalistic writing is well suited to CAI of this type. Journalism
students are trained to write news stories in an "inverted pyramid" style- -
that is, the most important facts are presented first followed by material
in descending order of importance. A CAI system based upon paragraph des-
cription could be readily :Irogrammed to recognize this style of writing since
we could, by defining certain restriction patterns, specify to the system
the kind of writing structure we are expecting. Such a well-structured ap-
plication of the analyzer will form a solid theoretical foundation for later
CAI applications.

The generation and analyzer systems have applicability to discourse anal-
ysis in areas other than CAI. Computer-based content analysis, information
storage and retrieval, language translation and question-answering are all
presently hampered, we feel, by the inability to detect beyond-the-sentence
development and cohesion. The methodology we employ could be used, for exam-
ple, to provide abstracts which would have the same high-level semantic frame-
work as the original document and thus give the user a clearer idea of its
contents than is possible with existing systems.

-13-



As our research continues, we will gain insight into discourse analysis
techniques and we will be able to provide a more complete description of
formal properties of paragraphs than is presently available.
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